Speech of the PCM Italy to the International Conference in Hamburg
24.11.12
On behalf of the PCm Italy we bring our militant salute to this International
Conference to support of People's War in India.
The strength of this conference reaches our comrades in India, the fighters, the
masses in arms led by Maoists.
Proletarian internationalism - Lenin said - is to make revolution in our country
and support the same type of revolution in any other country in the world.
That ongoing in India is a revolution of the same type we want to make in an
imperialist country like Italy, and generally in the imperialist countries, a
revolution based on the revolutionary war, whose main players are the
proletarians and the masses, a revolution that fights for a world without
imperialism and, at the same time, for socialism and communism.
For our party the campaign to support the People’s War is an essential part of
the revolutionary work of the communists. Our members, the vanguard
proletarians in our country, the rebel youth, the revolutionary women should be
forged to live in harmony with the people's wars, as rich experiences and point
of reference for the anti-imperialist struggle in the world. We always did it, with
the People's War in Peru, with the People's War in Nepal during its ten glorious
years, with the People's war in Turkey. As advanced detachment of the
proletariat, we consider this work as strategic and political.
The People's War in India is today considered by the Indian state the main
enemy and generally one of the main enemies of imperialism. Its advanced
represents a change in the strength balance in the world between revolution
and counter-revolution, an important proof that confirms that the principal
contradiction in the world is that between imperialism and the oppressed
peoples and the revolution is the main tendency.
There can be no revolutionary vanguard party in the imperialist countries
without being in a real link with the People's War in India, and not a liaison of
pure propaganda or internet cafe, but in the fire of the class struggle and
closely linked with the masses.
For this reason, we have promoted and support the International Committee
and every day work to expand it. Thus we look at this conference as a political
mass event, a crushing blow to imperialism.
The road to revolution in the imperialist countries is difficult and complex, and
this work is just at the beginning. But the crisis of imperialism and the storms
of the struggling masses tell us that we must dare to win and advance.
The People's War in India calls us to a quantum leap to give a revolutionary
answer in our country as in any imperialist country in crisis in which the masses
rise up and fight.
It is an expression of internationalism and genuine anti-imperialism to grasp
the political significance of the effort made also with this conference to isolate
the Indian regime and the operation Green Hunt.
Hamburg, the red Hamurg, welcomes this event, whose importance will be
even more recognized in time.

Let us unite in support of People's War!
Let us unite for the revolution in our countries!
Death to imperialism, freedom to the people!

People’s War Until Communism!

